a site redesign for

Overview
Awl & Sundry makes custom-designed men’s shoes and has been in business since 2013. The founder’s #1
priority is to develop a loyal customer base.

The issue: Nikunj wanted his site to project a new image for his product and wanted to make the custom
design process more eﬃcient.

The Solution:
Showcase the traditional quality of Awl & Sundry's
shoes, while invoking a feeling of sleek modern
elegance.
•

•

Establish a mobile presence through responsive
design
Streamline the online custom-design process to
make it more eﬃcient for the end-user

Nikunj Marvania, Founder/
CEO of Awl & Sundry

Overview
The Team

The Tools

•
•
•
•

Omnigraﬄe: wireframing
Adobe Illustrator: visuals
Invision: prototyping
White board, sharpies, etc.

My role
•
•

Andrew Camp,
Beth Olarsch (me)
Mike Tam

•
•
•
•

Competitive analysis
User research & analysis
Persona development
Sketching & ideation
Wireframing
User Testing & prototype
iteration

Current State
First we reviewed the
current site to
understand the client’s
concerns and discover
opportunities for redesign

Reviewed areas
to streamline site
copy

Mobile site had
one page

Shoe design process Identified areas to enhance functionality.

Competitive Research
I reviewed a variety of sites and retail outlets to get an understanding of
the market for men’s shoes, ideas for online custom-design process and
inspiration for overall web design.

User Research
I led the research effort, which consisted of an on-line survey and interviews
Survey:
•

Received 75 responses, mostly male, 25 - 45.

•

Findings: Most purchase clothes online, wouldn’t consider custom made shoes because of perceived
price, and the #1 reason for purchasing shoes was “just because”.

In-Person Interviews
•
•

Frequency of online
purchasing

14 interviews over two days

Rarely
Sometimes 22%

Recurring concerns included:
•

Age
55 - 64
8%

65+
10%

39%

Quality

•

Convenience - easy returns

•

Customer service

•

Sizing

Most of the time
39%

18 - 24
22%

35 - 44
23%
25 - 34
37%

Click here to see details of the research performed

Research Survey - more detail

23

MALES: Where do you receive
tips or advice on what to wear?
24
18
12

Fashion Blogs

Friends and Family

Social Media

In-store Displays

0

Word of Mouth

6
Magazines

Of those who don’t, the
perception of cost is the
most prohibitive

15

Significant Other

★

Nearly half shop for custommade items

8

Television

★

Unwelcoming Attitude
Customer Service
Too Much Copy
The Checkout Process
The Look of the Site
Disorganized Selection

store Sales Associate

The survey results provided
insight as to perceptions around
custom made clothes, men’s
shoe buying habits and the
online shopping experience.

Tell us about a recent negative online shopping
experience, what was most frustrating about it?

30

Research Interviews
ddduality

Some quotes from our
interviews provide
good insight

Quality
I only buy shoes twice a year. I paid $300 for a pair of boots because of the quality.”
“I buy custom-made shirts for my husband all the time. He's the cheapest person in the world and usually spends
only $200 for a pair of shoes.”

Quick & Efficient Process
“I have no patience for shopping. I’m the guy who hangs out in the electronic store watching football while my
girlfriend shops.”

Product Suggestions
“The sales people are really nice and give you suggestions on what looks good, which one fits with the contour
of your feet, what colors and materials are best for daily vs. formal wear. They’re knowledgeable about their
products.”

Customer Attention
“They asked me what my hobbies are, what kind of person I am, where I want to wear it– they tried understand my
environment.”
“They sent stickers and other cool things that came and a handwritten thank you from the CEO.“

Information on Products - Style, etc.
“It had a 3d animated tool, so you could see the options applied.”

Developing User Personas
I compiled
the research
data and
worked with
the team to
sort it out
and outline
ideas for
user
personas

User Personas & Scenarios
We organized our notes into three key personas

Maximillian Weiss
The Shoe Hound
31 yrs. old, Single
Investment Banking Associate
Lives in NYC
Annual income: $200k+
!
Primary:
Frequent shoe buyer who likes
style & quality

Dean Burke
The Reluctant Executive
45 yrs old, married w two children
Sales Director, Tech company
Lives in Boulder, CO
Annual income: $150+
!
Potential:
Just discovered affordable custom
made shoes

Mark Cooper
The Pragmatic Shopper
23 yrs old, single
Graphic Designer
Lives in San Francisco, CA
Annual income: $55k
!
New:
First time buyer who is likely
future customer

User Personas & Scenarios
We selected Max as our
primary persona, as his
behavioral attributes
matched our user
research data. I then
developed the following:
(1) User scenario, to provide
some context as to how
and why Max would go
about purchasing a pair
of Awl & Sundry shoes
(2) User flow diagram to
illustrate how Max would
navigate the site.

User Scenario for Max
While waiting to board a plane for a meeting in Chicago, Max remembers that he needs a pair
of shoes for his friend’s Gatsby Era themed wedding on Governors Island in a few months.
Max take out his iPhone and pulls up Awl & Sundry’s mobile site. Already loge in, he goes
directly to the “Customize Now” page and starts playing around with styles and features.

!

He’s pleases with the style and last of the shoe, and really like how the features he’s added
make the style that much more distinctive. Just then, he hears the attendant announce that
his plane is boarding. He saves design on the mobile site and……..

Scope
We then outlined our scope to
prioritize what features to include

Must…
•

•
•

Redesign Site and Design
Process
Establish Mobile Presence
Emphasize Customer
Service and Brand Values

Should…
•

Be a Responsive Mobile
Experience

Could…
Feature an Image Feed
of subscribers’ designs
• Build out Blog Theme
and Design
•

Won’t…
•

Be a Mobile App

Site Mapping
Once we determined our
project scope we sorted out
the concepts and started
developing site maps for
both the desktop and mobile
sites.
Step 1: Conceptualizing

Step 3:
Developed
digital site
map

Step 2: Drafting

Sketching & Ideation
I sketched the pages for the
home site. The idea was to
have a home page where
the user can scroll down.
(1) Top of
Home page

(5) “About Us”

(2) ideas for
diﬀerent
occasions

(3) “How it works”,
guiding users through
the design process

(4) Gallery of
customers’
designs

(6) Intro to
the design
process

Sketching & Ideation
….then we combined our
ideas to start crystalizing a
design

Primary Design Considerations
I revisited my competitive research to
inspire design ideas and we sorted out
which site would convey the following:
•

Create a clean and sleek layout

•

Revise copy and strategize potential
content

•

Reimagine shoe customization
process

•

Communicate A&S values and
customer service

Primary Design Considerations
To create an inviting feeling to the site we
added a section/page of lifestyle photos men wearing their shoes and sharing their
stories.

Site Copy Re-Write
I then drafted
the site copy
to make it
more succinct
and reflect the
visually
focused site
design.

We believe every man is entitled to luxury.
Our Story
As lovers of men’s shoes I realized that there were few
options to purchase custom made shoes at aﬀordable
prices. And so Awl & Sundry was born.
We set out to figure a way we could oﬀer shoes of quality
and personalized distinction. In doing so we made a
commitment to providing the finest materials and
traditional craftsmanship in every shoe we sell.

Our Method
Each shoe is hand-crafted by a select
group of seasoned artisans. Our
shoemakers employ traditional hand tooling
methods to produce a product with superior
style, comfort and durability.

Replace
photos with
videos that
demonstrate
craftsmanship.

We use only the finest quality European fullgrain leather. Our leathers are naturally
porous, allowing your feet to breathe and
providing them with a well-balanced
temperature. Our high-grade materials allow
each shoe to stretch and mold closer to the
shape of your foot, ultimately creating a
truly customized shoe.

Customization Process
Current

Revised

We reviewed the customization process, the
most complex part of the site because of the
number of steps involved.
!

The original design process was six steps. Our
client wanted to shorten it; however, during our
designing, six seemed appropriate given the
number of design options. Our subsequent
user testing confirmed this.
!

Lace & stitching selection - we enhanced the color swatches for the
lace & stitching to make them more prominent

A couple of redesign exempts are featured on
the right.

We re-designed the initial style selection so that each option would
appear larger on the screen for a better look.

Wireframing,Iteration & User Testing
We used Omnigraﬄe
to develop
wireframes for both
the desktop and
mobile sites.

Iteration & User Testing: Mobile Site
Phase 1: step-by-step through the design process

Wireframing,Iteration & User Testing
Our testing focused on the design process. We
performed 2 iterations for the mobile site and
one for the desktop site.
!

This was mainly because the mobile site was
more complex.
Some user feedback:
!
•

Lack of clarity around terminology, including “Last”,
“Foxing”, etc.
!

•

Desire to locate at what point the user is during the
design process
!

•

Scale of text and feature elements are too small
!

•

Desire to go back or undo steps
!

•

Desire to know “stories” behind the shoes and materials

Iteration & User Testing: Mobile v2

Prototype

Communication, Results & Next Steps
Throughout the project we met with the client to to keep him
apprised of the progress and elicit feedback.
At the end of our final presentation (in person) we listed a series of
next steps for the client, which included the following:
!
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Develop sizing process, i.e. ‘home try-on’ or web-based
application
Promote European tanneries where leather is sourced
Add a line of ready to wear “Awl & Sundry” shoes
Refine sorting features
Add a section for customer reviews.
Send updates of shoe design stages
Send personalized follow-up “Thank You” notes and feedback
request
Incentives to customers who design and post their own shoes

!

The client was very satisfied with our deliverable, and excited to
see how the new site will materialize.

